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ABSTRACT
A cycle index is a polynomial that encodes information about the orbits of a finite
group action on a finite set, which is used in combinatorics to count various objects
up to group actions. In this thesis, we give a general framework for the cycle indices
of a sequence of finite group actions on finite sets and study how certain cycle indices
can be used in algebraic geometry and number theory.
As motivating examples, we will see how the zeta series of a projective variety
over a finite field is related to the cycle indices of symmetric groups and how the
distribution of the cokernel of a Haar random matrix over the p-adic integers is related
to the cycle indices of conjugation actions of general linear groups on matrices over




A generating function is a power series fapuq  a0  a1u  a2u
2     , whose coef-
ficients consist of information a  pa0, a1, a2, . . . q that we would like to understand.
When a0, a1, a2, . . . come from objects that form a particular structure, we may try
to reflect such a structure to the generating function fapuq. Then such a reflection
often helps us see a feature of a0, a1, a2, . . . that was not obvious in the first place.
For example, let an be the number of ways to color n points without ordering,
with the colors chosen from a finite set X, allowing repetitions. That is, we have
an  |Sym
npXq|, where SymnpXq : Xn{Sn with respect to the action of Sn on X
n










since a monomial of the form ud1   udl corresponds to a coloring with l colors on
d1, . . . , dl points.












a rational formula for the generating function of the Euler characteristics of the
symmetric powers of X, which is due to Macdonald in [Mac1962A]. This generalizes
the counting result in the previous paragraph when X is a finite set by giving it the
discrete topology. In the same paper, Macdonald also showed that we can compute






p1 tuqb1pXq    p1 t2d1uqb2d1pXq
p1 uqb0pXq    p1 t2duqb2dpXq
,





a power series1 in t with integral coefficients, defined for any topological space Y
with finite singular Betti numbers. This generalizes the result about the Euler char-
acteristics of pSymnpXqqnPZ¥0 by taking t  1.
There is an arithmetic analogue of the rational generating functions we have dis-
cussed so far. Let X be a quasi-projective variety over a finite field Fq. Then the
symmetric powers SymnpXq are also varieties over Fq, so we can discuss their sets


















1We shall call χtpY q the Poincaré series of Y although it is more common to use the termi-
nology for χptqpY q, the generating function for bipY q. If bipY q  0 for all large enough i, we have
χ1pY q  χpY q, the Euler characteristic of Y .
2The second expression is evidently well-defined, so we often use this as the definition of ZXpuq.
The fact that the first and the second expressions are the same can be found in [Mus, Proposition
2.7]. The fact that the first and the third expressions are the same can be found in [Mus, Proposition
7.31]. We provide a separate proof that the second and the third expressions as the same.
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where |X| now means the set of closed points of X. That is, the zeta series of X
is the generating function of the Fq-point counts of the symmetric powers of X. A
result of Dwork [Dwo1960] says that the zeta series is rational. A cohomological















where H ipXq is the i-th compactly supported étale cohomology group of X{Fq 
XSpecpFqqSpecpFqq with Ql-coefficients for some prime l not dividing q and F  Frq,X
is the Frobenius endomorphism on X, which is the map from X to itself given by
the identity on the underlying topological space and the q-th power map on the
structure sheaf OX .
The first theorem we state combines the above rationality results altogether3:
Theorem I.1. Let X be either a compact complex manifold of dimension d or a
quasi-projective variety of dimension d over a finite field Fq. Then for any endomor-



















 H ipXq is the i-th singular cohomology group of X with Q-coefficients when X
is a compact complex manifold,
 H ipXq is the i-th compactly supported étale cohomology group of X{Fq  XSpecpFqq
SpecpFqq with Ql-coefficients when X is a quasi-projective variety over Fq for
some prime l,
3Vakil discussed this in Arizona Winter School 2015 [Vak2015] when t  1. The method we
choose, a generalization of Macdonald’s method, seems different from Vakil’s.
4
 SymnpF q is the endomorphism on SymnpXq induced by F ,
 F i is the endomorphism on H




iTrpφi q, the alternating generating function of traces of a
given graded linear endomorphism φ 
À8
i0 φi on a graded vector space V À8
i0 Vi with finite-dimensional Vi for all i P Z¥0.
Remark I.2. When X is a compact complex manifold of dimension d, we may
take F  idX , the identity of X, in the singular setting of Theorem I.1 to recover





p1 tuqb1pXq    p1 t2d1uqb2d1pXq
p1 uqb0pXq    p1 t2duqb2dpXq
.
When X is a quasi-projective variety over Fq, we may take F  Frq,X and t  1 in
















where we used the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula L1pFr

q,Y q  |Y pFqq| for
Y  SymnpXq with l - q, noticing that SymnpFrq,Xq  Frq,SymnpXq.
We will see that Theorem I.1 is a combinatorial corollary of the following:
Theorem I.3. Assume the same hypotheses as in Theorem I.1. Let G be a subgroup




q2q, . . . , LtnppF
qnqq,
4Note that S0 is the trivial group because there is a unique map from the empty set to any set.
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where F n{G is the endomorphism of Xn{G induced by F and







1    x
mnpgq
n P Qrx1, . . . , xns,
denoting by mipgq the number of i-cycles in the cycle decomposition of g in Sn.
Remark I.4. The polynomial ZGpx1, . . . , xnq in Theorem I.3 is called the cycle in-
dex ofG in Sn. This polynomial was independently introduced by Redfield [Red1927]
and Pólya [Pol1937] (or [PR1987]) to count the number of colorings on a graph mod-
ulo symmetries (e.g., Theorem III.1). Applying Theorem I.3 to the case where X is
a compact complex manifold and F  idX , we get
χtpX
n{Gq  ZGpχtpXq, χt2pXq, . . . , χtnpXqq,
which is a result of Macdonald [Mac1962A]. When we take X to be a quasi-projective
variety over Fq and F  Frq,X , Theorem I.3 computes the number |pXn{GqpFqq| of
Fq-points on the quotient variety Xn{G as follows:
|pXn{GqpFqq|  ZGp|XpFqq|, |XpFq2q|, . . . , |XpFqnq|q
by applying the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula L1ppFr

q,Y q
rq  |Y pFqrq|, where
Y is any variety over Fq and r P Z¥1. Using Theorem I.3, we can obtain an analogue
of Theorem I.1 for alternating groups, which is available in [Che2020]. We do not
discuss this analogue in this thesis.
Remark I.5. Theorems I.1 and I.3 hold in much greater generality (e.g., Theorem
III.13 and Corollary III.14). A sufficient set of axioms for theses statements to be
true is given in Section 3.4.
6
The key formula (Lemma II.12) about the generating function of the cycle indices
of pSnqn¥0, which is used in showing that Theorem I.3 implies Theorem I.1, is
8̧
n0


















A proof of this implication is provided more generally in the proof of Corollary III.10.
To get an idea about how this formula can be used, apply
|SymnpXqpFqq|  ZSnp|XpFqq|, |XpFq2q|, . . . , |XpFqnq|q,











which shows the equivalence of the two definitions of the zeta series ZXpuq of X.
The formula for the generating function of the cycle indices of symmetric groups
is an example of what we call a factorization formula in Chapter II. More specif-
ically, Lemma II.11 provides a general factorization formula for the cycle indices of
a sequence pGn ü Enqn¥0 of finite group actions on finite sets with certain condi-
tions (to be explained in Chapter II). We will see that the cycle index of Sn can
be identified as the cycle index of its conjugation action to itself. Another use of
the factorization formula for the generating function of pZSnpxqqn¥0 is a proof of the
following theorem by Lloyd and Shepp [SL1966], as explained in [CNY20]:
Proposition I.6 (Lloyd and Shepp). Given distinct d1, . . . , dr P Z¥1 and not neces-






 mdjpgq  kj









which means that the number of cycles of length d1, . . . , dr of a random permutation
of n letters are asymptotically given by independent Poisson random variables with
means 1{d1, . . . , 1{dr when n is large.
The analogous result for matrices over Fq is the following:
Theorem I.7. Fix any distinct monic irreducible polynomials P1ptq, . . . , Prptq P Fqrts






 ArP8j s  Hj









where ArP8j s is the pPjq-part of the Fqrts-module structure on Fnq , whose t-action is

















Remark I.8. Theorem I.7 is proven by using the factorization formula for the cycle
indices of conjugation actions of GLnpFqq on MatnpFqq, the set of n  n matrices
over Fq for n P Z¥0 just as Proposition I.6 can be proven by using the factorization
formula for the cycle indices of pSnqnPZ¥0 .
Matrices in MatnpFqq can be seen as Fqrts-modules or sheaves over A1Fq  SpecpFqrtsq.
We will see that the next theorem generalizes Theorem I.7 by taking X  A1Fq :
8
Theorem I.9. Let X be a smooth, projective, and geometrically irreducible curve
over Fq minus finitely many closed points. Given any distinct closed points p1, . . . , pr








 Fpj  Hj












is the set of isomorphism classes rFs of torsion coherent OX-modules
F with
°
pP|X| dimFqpFpq  n, or equivalently |
À
pP|X|Fp|  qn, denoting by |X| to
mean the set of closed points of X.
The last result in this section is about Haar random matrices in MatnpZpq, the
group of matrices over Zp, the ring of p-adic integers. This will be seen as an
application of Theorem I.7:
Theorem I.10. Let P1ptq, . . . , Prptq P Zprts be monic polynomials such that the
reduction modulo p gives distinct irreducible polynomials P 1ptq, . . . , P rptq P Fprts,









for 1 ¤ j ¤ r  1











Theorems I.1 and I.3 are from [Che2020] due to the author. Theorem I.7 is
originally due to Boreico [Bor2016], independently found later by the author and
9
Huang in [CH2018], where they proved Theorem I.10. Theorem I.9 is from joint
work in process by the author, Haoyang Guo, and Yifeng Huang.
1.2 Outline
In Chapter II, we give a formal definition of the cycle index of an action of a finite
group G on a finite set E. We will see that given a specific set of hypotheses, the
generating function of a family Gn ü En of such actions index by n P Z¥0 admits
an interesting factorization, which is the content of Theorem II.11. Then we discuss
examples of such factorizations, which we use in deducing Theorem I.1 from Theorem
I.3 and proving Theorem I.7 in later chapters.
In Chapter III, we provide the combinatorial origin of Theorem I.3, called the
Pólya enumeration theorem, which is about counting the number of colorings on the
vertices of a graph modulo symmetries. We give a Hodge-theoretic analogue of this
theorem due to Cheah [Che1994] and then prove Theorem III.13, a more general
theorem that will imply Theorems I.3 as well as their analogues.
In Chapter IV, we prove Theorems I.7 and I.10, restated as Theorems IV.1 and
C. Finally, in Chapter V, we prove Theorem I.9, restated as Theorem V.1.
CHAPTER II
Cycle Indices and Their Factorization Formulas
In this chapter, we establish a formalism for cycle indices of finite group actions
and discuss two main examples (Examples II.3 and II.4) we will use later. The
most important content of this chapter is Lemma II.11, a combinatorial factorization
formula of the generating function of a sequence of cycle indices.
2.1 Cycle indices of finite group actions
Setting II.1. Suppose that we are given
 a set map d : P Ñ Z¥1 with a nonempty set P;
 a set map s : I Ñ Z¥0 with a nonempty set I;
 a unique element  P I such that spq  0;
 a finite group G acting on a finite set E (on the left);
 a set injection i : E{G ãÑ HomSetpP, Iq from the set E{G of G-orbits into the
set HomSetpP, Iq of set maps from P to I so that each orbit Ge  res P E{G
corresponds to ipresq P HomSetpP, Iq. We may write ipeqp : ipresqppq for our
10
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convenience, which makes sense if we consider the composition E Ñ E{G
i
ÝÑ






 dpipE{Gqq  Z¥0 (i.e., the image ipE{Gq only takes finite d-values);
 a set map N : P  I Ñ Z¥1 such that |Ge| 
±
pPP Npp, ippeqq for any e P E,
where Ge is the stabilizer subgroup of the given G-action at e P E.
Remark II.2. We recall that by the orbit-stabilizer theorem, the size of the stabilizer
subgroup is constant on any orbit. Hence, the notation |Gres| is well-defined even
though Gres is not.
Example II.3 (Symmetric groups). We take G  Sn  E, and consider the conju-
gation action. Take P  Z¥1 and I  Z¥0. Define i : Sn{Sn ãÑ HomSetpZ¥1,Z¥0q
by res ÞÑ pmppeqqpPZ¥1 . We know i is injective because the n-tuple pm1peq, . . . ,mnpeqq
determines the orbit of e P E  Sn and all the other mppeq with p ¡ n are zeros.
We define both d : P  Z¥1 Ñ Z¥1 and s : I  Z¥0 Ñ Z¥0 to be the identity
maps, and thus we get   0. Then d : HomSetpZ¥1,Z¥0q Ñ Z¥0 \ t8u is given by
dpfq 
°
pPZ¥1 fppqp. Note that any element of the image ipSn{Snq takes only finite
d-values. In fact, we have dpmppeqqpPZ¥1  n for any e P E  Sn. Moreover, we
have d1pnq  ipSn{Snq. Indeed, for any pipqpPP with dppipqpPPq 
°
pPZ¥1 ipp  n,
we have ip  0 for any p ¡ n, and thus we can choose any e P Sn with ip p-cycles
12
for 1 ¤ p ¤ n that are disjoint to each other to have ipresq  pipqpPZ¥1 . This shows
that d1pnq  ipSn{Snq, and the other inclusion holds as well since for any e P Sn,
we have m1peq   2m2peq        nmnpeq  n.
To check the last condition, fix e P E  Sn. For any g P G  Sn, we have
g P pSnqe if and only if geg
1  e. Say e  e1    er is the cycle decomposi-
tion of e in Sn. Then we have geg
1  ge1g
1ge2g
1    gerg
1, so g P pSnqe
if and only if g permutes e1, . . . , er by conjugation because gpα1    αpqg
1 
pgpα1q    gpαpqq. We claim that there are mppeq!p
mppeq ways to construct the p-
cycles of g P Sn that permutes e1, . . . , er, the cycles of e, by conjugation. To see
this, consider the p-cycles ej1 , . . . , ejmppeq among e1, . . . , er. There are mppeq! ways to
assign gej1g
1, . . . , gejmppeqg
1 to ej1 , . . . , ejmppeq and then for each p-cycle pα1    αpq
among ej1 , . . . , ejmppeq , since
gpα1    αpqg
1  pgpα1q    gpαpqq,
there are p ways to determine gpα1q, . . . , gpαpq. This shows the claim that the number






so we may take Npp,mq  m!pm as required.
Example II.4 (Matrices over finite fields). We takeG  GLnpFqq and E  MatnpFqq,
and consider the conjugation action. Take P  |A1Fq |, the set of closed points of
A1Fq  SpecpFqrtsq, which we identify with the set of monic irreducible polynomi-
als of Fqrts, and I  P , the set of partitions. Define i : MatnpFqq{GLnpFqq Ñ
13
HomSetp|A1Fq |,Pq as follows. Given an orbit rAs P MatnpFqq{GLnpFqq of a matrix A,
consider the Fqrts-module structure Aü Fnq on Fnq by defining the t-action to be the
multiplication by A. Since Fqrts is a PID, we have a unique decomposition










as Fqrts-modules. Define the partition λP pAq : rλP,1pAq, . . . , λP,lA,P pAqs. Then we
define iprAsq : pλP pAqqPP|A1Fq |
, or more precisely as iprAsq : P ÞÑ λP pAq. We note
that i is injective because the above Fqrts-module structure precisely determines the
orbit of A. We define d : |A1Fq | Ñ Z¥1 by dpP q : degpP q and s : P Ñ Z¥0 by
spνq  |ν|  ν1        νl given ν  rν1, . . . , νls. It follows that   H, the empty





|νP | degpP q.
We claim that d1pnq  ipMatnpFqq{GLnpFqqq. To see this, choose any pνP qPP|A1Fq | P
HomSetp|A1Fq |,Pq with dppνP qPP|A1Fq |q 
°
PP|A1Fq |














where νP  rνP,1, . . . , νP,lP s. The Fq-dimension of this module is
°
PP|A1Fq |
|νP | degpP q 
n, so as an Fq-vector space, we may consider it as Fnq , and let A be the endomorphism
on this vector space by the action of t, which can be seen as an element of MatnpFqq.
This gives us iprAsq  pλP pAqqPP|A1Fq |
 pνP qPP|A1Fq |
, which shows the claim.
To check the last condition, fix A P MatnpFqq. Observe that we have
GLnpFqqA  AutFqrtspAq.
14
That is, the stabilizer subgroup of the conjugation action GLnpFqq ü MatnpFqq at
A is precisely the automorphism group of the Fqrts-module Aü Fnq . Note that




The right-hand side of the above is a finite product, and the only Fqrts-linear map
from HP1,ν to HP2,ν1 is the trivial map for distinct P1, P2 P |A1Fq | and any partitions










Hence, we may take NpP, νq  |AutFqrtspHP,νq|, where HP,ν is defined similarly as
above for any partition ν  rν1, . . . , νls.












a formal variable if dpipresqq  dppippeqqpPPq 
°
pPP spippeqqdppq  0,
1 if dpipresqq  dppippeqqpPPq 
°
pPP spippeqqdppq  0.














a formal variable if spiq  0,
1 if spiq  0.
We note that
±
pPP xp,ippeq is a finite product. This is because dpipE{Gqq  Z¥0 so
that
°
pPP spippeqqdppq is finite, which implies that only finitely many p P P gives
nonzero spippeqq since all dppq ¥ 1.













where Ge is the stabilizer of the given G-action at e.





































pPZ¥1 xp,mppeq  x1,m1peq    xn,mnpeq, we may write x
m1peq
1    x
mnpeq
n because







x1,m1peq    xn,mnpeq
with







1    x
mnpeq
n ,
which is the cycle index of Sn we defined in Remark I.4. However, we will not
consider the cycle index of a general permutation group G ¤ Sn as a cycle index of
a group action.















Note that both of Examples II.3 and II.4 come with family of finite group actions
parametrized by n P Z¥0. This motivates the following modification of Setting II.1:
Setting II.9. Suppose that we are given
 a set map d : P Ñ Z¥1 with a nonempty set P;
 a set map s : I Ñ Z¥0 with a nonempty set I;
 a unique element  P I such that spq  0;
 a family of finite group actions on finite sets Gn ü En indexed by n P Z¥0;
17
 a set injection ipnq : En{Gn ãÑ HomSetpP, Iq for each n P Z¥0. We write
ipnqpresq  pi
pnq






 d1pnq  ipnqpEn{Gnq for each n P Z¥0. In particular, we have dpipnqpresqq °
pPP spippeqqdppq  n for any e P En;
 a set map N : P  I Ñ Z¥1 such that |pGnqe| 
±
pPP Npp, ippeqq for any
n P Z¥0 and e P En.
Remark II.10. The assumption d1pnq  ipnqpEn{Gnq says that any pipqpPP P
HomSetpP, Iq satisfies
°
pPP spipqdppq  n if and only if it belongs to i
pnqpEn{Gnq.
This will be a crucial condition in Lemma II.11 for the factorization of the generating
function of cycle indices.
Note that we have already checked that Examples II.3 and II.4 both satisfy Setting
II.9 by taking i  ipnq as well as G  Gn and E  En in the examples. The following
lemma is the main result of this chapter, which we will apply for Examples II.3 and
II.4:








































































where the last step uses the condition we discussed in Remark II.10. This finishes
the proof.













Proof. Recall from Example II.7 that taking xp,m  x
m
p gives us ZrSn{Snspxq 































The following factorization result for the cycle indices of conjugation actions
GLnpFqq ü MatnpFqq is due to Stong (Lemma 1 in [Sto1988]), whose argument
is originally from Kung [Kun1981] (Corollary II.14 below), which was used for the
cycle indices of restricted conjugation actions GLnpFqqü GLnpFqq. Now, this is im-
mediate by applying Lemma II.11 to our observations from Example II.4. We write
rMatn{GLnspFqq : rMatnpFqq{GLnpFqqs for convenience.























For the following lemma, and throughout the rest of the thesis, we write ZGLnpFqqpxq :
ZrGLnpFqq{GLnpFqqspxq for convenience.
























Remark II.15. Our proof of Corollary II.13 is one step shorter than Stong’s proof. It
will be interesting to check whether all the factorization formulas about cycle indices
20
in the literature (e.g., the ones from Fulman’s thesis [Ful1997]) can be obtained by
applying Lemma II.11. Moreover, all the cycle indices in the literature that we are
aware of have to do with some conjugation actions, but we speculate that there
are many examples of cycle indices of finite group actions that are not conjugation
actions, yet to be found. Utilizing Lemma II.11 in such situations may be useful to
deal with some new enumeration questions. However, these are not the main foci of
this thesis, so we will not investigate them here.
CHAPTER III
Cycle Indices of Permutation Groups and Their
Applications to Pólya Enumeration Theorems
The results in this chapter are from [Che2020]. The main goal of this chapter is
to prove Theorems I.1 and I.3 and their generalizations. We start by discussing
combinatorial origin of Theorem I.3.
3.1 Pólya enumeration in combinatorics
Consider a finite set X  tx1, . . . , xru of colors. A combinatorialist may ask about
how to count the number of ways to color n vertices (which we write as 1, 2, . . . , n)
of a graph with colors drawn from X. The graph may have symmetries, so we want
to count the colorings of n vertices modulo the action of the group G of symmetries
of the graph. This group G is a subgroup of Sn, and each coloring corresponds
to an orbit x  rxi1 , . . . , xins P X
n{G  HomSetprns, Xq{G under the G-action on
rns : t1, 2, . . . , nu. We denote by ei : eipxq the number of xi appearing in x.
Note that e1        er  n. Given any pk1, . . . , krq P pZ¥0qr such that
°r
i1 ki  n,
we may write Npk1,...,krq to mean the number of x P X
n{G such that eipxq  ki for
all 1 ¤ i ¤ r. We note that our counting problem is equivalent to computing the
21
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following degree n homogeneous polynomial:






1    t
kr
r P Zrt1, . . . , tns.
A classical theorem of Redfield [Red1927], which was also independently found by
Pólya [Pol1937], computes the polynomial PXn{Gptq in terms of the subgroup G ¤ Sn.
This theorem is often called the Pólya enumeration theorem:
Proposition III.1 (Pólya enumeration). Given the notation above, we have
PXn{Gptq  ZGpt, t
2, . . . , tnq,
where tj : tj1        t
j
r and







1    x
mnpgq
n
is the cycle index of G, defined as in the introduction.
Remark III.2. Note that a special case of Proposition III.1 obtained by taking







where mpgq : m1pgq     mnpgq, the number of cycles in the cycle decomposition
of g in Sn. This can be easily obtained by applying Burnside’s lemma because
we can compute the size of the set pXnqg of elements of Xn fixed by g P G as
|pXnqg|  |X|mpgq. We will see that Proposition III.1 follows from Theorem III.13, a
more general formula.
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Remark III.3. Applying the factorization formula for cyclic indices of symmetric




































p1 t1uq    p1 t|X|uq
.











Remark III.4. We note that Theorem I.3 is an analogue of the Pólya enumeration
theorem (Proposition III.1). We will see that these are special cases to Theorem
III.9.
3.2 Cheah’s result on Hodge numbers
In this section, we introduce an analogue of the Pólya enumeration theorem (Propo-
sition III.1) in complex algebraic geometry. When X is a smooth projective variety
over C of dimension d, we get a complex manifold structure on X. With respect
to its analytic topology, the variety X (or more precisely, its set XpCq of complex
points) is compact, so Macdonald’s results, introduced in Remark I.4, are also valid





where Hp,qpXq : HqpX,ΩpXq, whose coefficients are in C, so it is natural to ask
if Macdonald’s results generalize to the Hodge numbers hp,qpXq  dimCpH
p,qpXqq.
Indeed, Cheah [Che1994] showed the following:
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Remark III.6. We note that SymnpXq is not necessarily smooth, but we have
HpSymnpXqq ãÑ HpXnq,
and it turns out that
hp,qpSymnpXqq  dimCpH
pSymnpXqq XHp,qpXnqq.
This equality can be taken as definition for our purpose. We can understand the
Hodge numbers of Xn{G for any subgroup G ¤ Sn in a similar manner.
Proposition III.5 follows from applying Corollary II.12 to the following formula
regarding any permutation group G ¤ Sn, which is another analogue of the Pólya
enumeration theorem (Proposition III.1):
Proposition III.7 (Cheah). Keeping the above notation, we have
χtpX
n{G, x, yq  ZGpχtpX, x, yq, χt2pX, x
2, y2q, . . . , χtnpX, x
n, ynqq.
Cheah’s proof essentially reruns Macdonald’s proof in [Mac1962A], while remem-
bering the tri-grading structure on HpXnq. The three gradings are associated to
variables u, x, and y in the above formula. We will see that Proposition III.7 also
follows from Theorem III.13, our general formula.
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3.3 Generalized Pólya enumeration
In this section, we prove Theorem III.9, a generalized Pólya enumeration theorem,
which is the main theorem of this chapter. (The following section will deal with its
applications.) Throughout this section, we work over a field k. Let V 
À
i¥0 Vi be
a graded vector space over k. Given n P Z¥0, consider the n-fold tensor product V bn









Vi1 b    b Vin .
This makes V bn a graded vector space over k. Given any subgroup G ¤ Sn, we
consider the action of G on V bn according to the Koszul rule. That is, we define
g  pv1 b    b vnq : p1q
Qgpdegpv1q,...,degpvnqqvg1p1q b    b vg1pnq,
for homogeneous v1, . . . , vn P V (i.e., vi P Vdegpviq) and g P G, where Qgpx1, . . . , xnq °




1 if gpiq ¡ gpjq and
0 if gpiq   gpjq.
It is important to note that this action respects the grading of V bn. In particular,
it can be thought of as a family of k-linear maps tGÑ GLkppV
bnqrqurPZ¥0 .
We will consider traces of linear endomorphisms, so assume that each homogeneous
piece Vi of V is finite-dimensional. Let φ P EndkpV q be graded (with degree 0)
meaning that φ 
À
i¥0 φi, where φi P EndkpViq. This means that if v P V is a
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homogeneous element, then φpvq P V is a homogeneous element of degree degpvq so





of φ in u. We observe that given another graded endomorphism ψ 
À
i¥0 ψi on V
and a constant c P k, we have
Ltpφ  cψq  Ltpφq   cLtpψq.
We also get the induced endomorphism φbn P EndkpV
bnq given by
φbnpv1 b    b vnq : φpv1q b    b φpvnq
for homogeneous v1, . . . , vn P V , which hence respects the grading of V














Vi1 b    b Vin

.
Given any g P G ¤ Sn and homogeneous v1, . . . , vn P V , we define
pg  φbnqpv1 b    b vnq : gpφpv1q b    b φpvnqq
 p1qQgpdegpv1q,...,degpvnqqφpvg1p1qq b    b φpvg1pnqq
 p1qQgpdegpv1q,...,degpvnqqφdegpvg1p1qqpvg1p1qq b    b φdegpvg1pnqqpvg1pnqq.
This extends to a k-linear endomorphism gφbn on V bn. It is important to note that
we have the following commutativity although it is immediate from definitions:
Lemma III.8. Keeping the notation above, we have
pgφbnqpv1 b    b vnq  φ
bnpgpv1 b    b vnqq.
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We now state the main theorem of this chapter:
Theorem III.9 (Generalized Pólya enumeration). Let φ 
À
i¥0 φi be a graded
endomorphism on a graded vector space V 
À
i¥0 Vi over k, where each Vi is finite-
dimensional. If the ambient field k is of characteristic that does not divide |G|, then
Ltpφ
bn|pV bnqGq  ZGpLtpφq, Lt2pφ
2q, . . . , Ltnpφ
nqq.
Corollary III.10. Keeping the notation as in Theorem III.9, assume further that
 Vi  0 for i ¡ 2d;







detpidV1  φ1tuq    detpidV2d1  φ2d1t
2d1uq
detpidV0  φ0uq    detpidV2d  φ2dt
2duq
.
Proof. Both sides are invariant under taking any field extension of k, so we may
assume that k is algebraically closed. In particular, the field k is now infinite, so we





















































Hence, the result follows from the fact that







for any linear map A on a finite-dimensional vector space (e.g., [Mus, Lemma 4.12]).
Theorem III.9 will be deduced from the following:
Theorem III.11 (Trace formula on V bn). Let φ 
À
i¥0 φi be a graded endo-
morphism on a graded vector space V 
À
i¥0 Vi over k, where each Vi is finite-




2qm2pgq   Ltnpφ
nqmnpgq P kJtK.
Proof. Since the desired identity is only regarding traces of (homogeneous parts of)
endomorphisms gφbn and φ, φ2, . . . , φn, we may assume that k is algebraically closed.
Both sides of the identity are power series in kJtK, so it is enough to show that for
any r P Z¥0, their coefficients of tr match. This lets us reduce the problem to the




Vi1 b    b Vir ,
where the right-hand side only consists of tensor products of V0, . . . , Vr. In particular,
we are now dealing with the case where d  dimkpV q  dimkpV0q        dimkpVrq is
finite.
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Without any loss of generality, we may assume that d ¥ 1. Considering φ P
EndkpV q  Matdpkq  Ad
2
pkq, we note that the desired equality for the coefficients
of tr cuts out a closed subset in Ad2pkq, with respect to the Zariski topology (on
the set Ad2pkq of closed points of Ad2 over k) as we can use the Kronecker product
for the matrix form of φbn. The matrices with distinct eigenvalues form a Zariski
open subset in Matdpkq  Ad
2
pkq because we can understand them as points of the
locus whose discriminant of the characteristic polynomial is nonzero. This open
locus is nonempty because k has at least d elements as it is infinite now that we
are in the setting where k is algebraically closed. Thus, such matrices are dense in
Matdpkq  Ad
2
pkq, as the affine space is irreducible. This means that it is enough
to show the desired statement for φ with d distinct eigenvalues, and this means that
each φi is diagonalizable.
Thus, we may find ηi P GLdipkq  GLpViq such that ηiφiη
1
i is a diagonal matrix





for any m P Z¥1 is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries consist of m-th powers




1 `    ` ηrφrη
1
r is a diagonal matrix, and so is









Note that η respects the grading of V and ηbn commutes with the action of g by







ηbnpη1qbnpv1 b    b vnq  pηη
1v1q b    b pηη
1vnq  v1 b    b vn
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for any homogeneous v1, . . . , vn P V , we see that pη
bnqr and ppη
1qbnqr are k-linear
endomorphisms on pV bnqr that are mutual inverses. Thus, replacing φ with ηφη
1,
or equivalently φi with ηiφiη
1
i for each i, will not affect the desired identity, so our
problem is reduced to the case where each φi is diagonal.
Let vi,1, . . . , vi,di P Vi be homogeneous elements of V forming an eigenbasis of Vi
for φi as we vary i P Z¥0. We shall denote the corresponding eigenvalues as αi,j P k
so that φpvi,jq  φipvi,jq  αi,jvi,j. To compute the coefficient of t
r on the left-hand
side of the desired identity, fix any element




Vi1 b    b Vin ,
where wj  vij ,hj for some hj so that degpwjq  ij and φpwjq  φijpwjq  αij ,hjwj.
We have
pgφbnqpw1 b    b wnq  φ
bnpgpw1 b    b wnqq
 p1qQgpi1,...,inqφpwg1p1qq b    b φpwg1pnqq
 p1qQgpi1,...,inqαig1p1q,hg1p1qwg1p1q b    b αig1pnq,hg1pnqwg1pnq
 αi1,h1   αin,hnp1q
Qgpi1,...,inqwg1p1q b    b wg1pnq,
so the vector w1 b    b wn can possibly contribute a nonzero amount to Trpgφ
bnqr
precisely when wj  wg1pjq for all 1 ¤ j ¤ n. Consider the cycle decomposition of
g in Sn:
g  p1    λ1qpλ1   1   λ1   λ2q    pλ1        λl1   1    λ1        λlq,
where λ1        λl  n. In this situation, saying that wj  wg1pjq for all 1 ¤ j ¤ n
is equivalent to saying
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 y1 : w1      wλ1 ,
 y2 : wλ1 1      wλ1 λ2 ,
...
 yl : wλ1  λl1 1      wλ1  λl ,
while y1, . . . , yl may or may not be distinct. This also shows that
 e1 : degpy1q  i1      iλ1 ,
 e2 : degpy2q  iλ1 1      iλ1 λ2 ,
...
 el : degpylq  iλ1  λl1 1      iλ1  λl
and
 α1 : αi1,h1      αiλ1 ,hλ1 ,
 α2 : αiλ1 1,hλ1 1      αiλ1 λ2 ,hλ1 λ2 ,
...
 αl : αiλ1  λl1 1,hλ1  λl1 1      αin,hn .
Note that yj P Vej and φpyjq  φejpyjq  αjyj. We also note that λ1e1    λlel  r
because pVe1q
bλ1 b  b pVelq
bλl is a direct summand of pV bnqr in the decomposition
of V bn that gives the grading for the tensor product.
To compute the sign, we note that
Qστ pxq  Qσpxq  Qτ pxq
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for any disjoint permutations σ, τ P Sn and that
Qpλ 1 λ 2  λ rqpxq  pxλ 1   xλ 2        xλ r1qxλ r.
Thus, for this particular g P Sn, we have
Qgpi1, . . . , inq  Qp1  λ1qpi1, . . . , inq       Qpλ1  λl1 1  λ1  λlqpi1, . . . , inq
 pi1        iλ11qiλ1        piλ1  λl1 1        iλ1  λl1qiλ1  λl
 pλ1  1qe1  e1        pλl  1qel  el
 pλ1  1qe
2




Qgpi1, . . . , inq  pλ1   1qe1        pλl   1qel
 r   e1        el,
where the congruence is taken modulo 2. Hence, we have computed the sign:
p1qQgpi1,...,inq  p1qr e1  el .
This implies that the vector w1 b    b wn  y
bλ1
1 b    b y
bλl
l contributes
p1qr e1  elαi1,h1   αin,hn  p1q
r e1  elαλ11   α
λl
l
to Trpgφbnqr. We keep fixing the partition rλ1, . . . , λls $ n, which is an equivalent
datum to the cycle decomposition of g in Sn. Write Bi : tvi,1, . . . , vi,diu, the chosen










We note that αi appearing in the computation above is the eigenvalue for yi P Bei ,




































αλ1y1   α
λl
yl












































































2qm2pgq   Ltnpφ
nqmnpgq,
as desired.
We will use the following Lemma in the proof of Theorem III.9:
Lemma III.12. Let G be any finite group k-linearly acting on a finite-dimensional
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k-vector space W , where k is a field whose characteristic does not divide |G|. For
any endomorphism ψ : W Ñ W with ψpWGq  WG, we have
Trpψ  eGq  Trpψ|WGq,
where eG : |G|
1
°
gPG g : W Ñ W .
Proof. Fix any basis w1, . . . , wr, wr 1, . . . , wn for W such that w1, . . . , wr is a basis
for WG  eGpW q. Since e
2
G  eG, we know that the minimal polynomial P ptq
of eG divides tpt  1q. Hence, the matrix of eG is diagonalizable with all of its
eigenvalues being 0 or 1. This implies that we may find α P GLpW q such that the
matrix of αeGα
1 is of the form diagp1, 1, . . . , 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0q. The rank of αeGα
1
is r  dimkpeGpW qq  dimkpW
Gq and αeGα
1pαwq  αeGw  αw for all w P
WG. This implies that αeGα
1pαwiq  0 for r   1 ¤ i ¤ n  dimkpW q. Since
αψα1pαpWGqq  αpWGq, we have
Trppαψα1qpαeGα
1qq  Trppαψα1q|αpWGqq  Trpψ|WGq.
Since the left-hand side is Trppαψα1qpαeGα
1qq  TrpαψeGα
1q  TrpψeGq, we are
done.
Proof of Theorem III.9. Using Lemma III.8, we have







Hence, to finish the proof, it is enough to show that
Ltpφ
bn|pV bnqGq  Ltpφ
bn  eGq
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because then we may apply Lemma III.11. To show this, it is enough to show
Trppφbnqr|pV bnqGr q  Trppφ
bnqr  eGq
for any given r P Z¥0, but we know this from Lemma III.12. This finishes the
proof.
3.4 Generalized Pólya enumeration in cohomological set-
tings
Before discussing applications of Theorem III.9, our generalized Pólya enumeration
theorem, we discuss a formal axiomatic setting where the theorem applies. Then
we show how a version of Theorem III.9 in such a setting implies Theorem I.3,
Proposition III.1, Proposition III.7, and so on.
Let C be a category where any finite products exist. Fix a field k, and suppose
that we have a functor
H : Cop Ñ GrVeck
from the opposite category Cop of C to the category GrVeck of Z¥0-graded vector
spaces over k whose morphisms are k-linear graded maps (of degree 0). Given any





where each H ipXq is a vector space over k. Given any morphism F : X Ñ Y in C, the





with a k-linear map F i : H
ipY q Ñ H ipXq for each i P Z¥0 by definition. In addition,
we assume the following axioms:
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Axiom 1. Given any object X in C, we assume that there is a cup product, namely
a k-bilinear map Y : H ipXq  HjpXq Ñ H i jpXq defined for each i, j P Z¥0 such
that
aY b  p1qijbY a
for all a P H ipXq and b P HjpXq.
Axiom 2. Assuming Axiom 1, given any objects X and Y in C, we assume the
Künneth formula: that is, we assume that the k-linear map
HpXq bk H
pY q Ñ HpX  Y q
given by a b b ÞÑ pXpaq Y p

Y pbq for any homogeneous elements a P H
pXq and
b P HpY q is an isomorphism.
Axiom 3. Given any object X in C, the k-vector space H ipXq is finite-dimensional
for i P Z¥0.
The reader may immediately note that Axiom 1 is only meaningful due to Axiom 2
since otherwise one can always give trivial bilinear maps for a cup product of HpXq.
Note that these two axioms give
HpXqbn  HpXnq
defined by
v1 b    b vn ÞÑ p





for any homogeneous v1, . . . , vn P H
pXq, where p1, . . . , pn are the projection maps
Xn Ñ X. If G is any subgroup of Sn, then G acts on X
n by permuting coordinates.
The induced action of G on HpXnq is precisely given by




gp1qpv1q Y    Y p

gpnqpvnq.
for g P G. If φ 
À8
i0 φi : H
pXq Ñ HpXq is any k-linear graded endomorphism,
then it induces a k-linear graded map φXn : H
pXnq Ñ HpXnq given by




1pφpv1qq Y    Y p

npφpvnqq,
using Axiom 2: HpXnq  HpXqbn. Under this isomorphism, the map φXn cor-
responds to φbn. This map is compatible with the G-action we discussed above,
so φ induces a k-linear graded map φXn |HpXnqG : H
pXnqG Ñ HpXnqG on the G-
invariant subspaces. Moreover, we note that the corresponding G-action on HpXqbn
to the one on HpXnq is given by
g  pv1 b    b vnq  p1q
Qgpdegpv1q,...,degpvnqqvg1p1q b    b vg1pnq,
where Qgpx1, . . . , xnq is defined in the previous section. This is the same G-action
given by the Kozsul sign rule, so we may apply Theorem III.9 to obtain the following:
Theorem III.13. Keeping the notation and assuming Axioms 1, 2, and 3 above,
suppose that the characteristic of k does not divide |G|. Then
LtpφXn |HpXnqGq  ZGpLtpφq, Lt2pφ
2q, . . . , Ltnpφ
nqq.
Corollary III.10 implies the following:
Corollary III.14. Keeping the same assumptions as in Theorem III.13, assume
further that
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 H ipXq  0 for i ¡ 2d;






detpidV1  φ1tuq    detpidV2d1  φ2d1t
2d1uq
detpidV0  φ0uq    detpidV2d  φ2dt
2duq
.
Continuing our discussion, if F : X Ñ X is an endomorphism in C, then
F Xnpp










 pF  p1q
pv1q Y    Y pF  pnq
pvnq
 pp1  F
nqpv1q Y    Y ppn  F
nqpvnq
 pF nqpp1pv1q Y    Y p

npvnqq,
for any homogenous v1, . . . , vn P H
pXq, so F Xn  pF
nq, where F n : Xn Ñ Xn is
induced by F : X Ñ X. Thus,
 if the quotient map Xn Ñ Xn{G exists in C so that we have HpXn{Gq Ñ
HpXnqG ãÑ HpXnq, and
 if we furthermore assume that this gives an isomorphismHpXn{Gq  HpXnqG,
then the map pF n{Gq corresponds to pF nq|HpXnqG , where F
n{G is the induced
endomorphism on Xn{G. Thus, Theorem III.13 tells us:
Theorem III.15. Keeping the notation and the assumptions above, if the charac-








Corollary III.16. Keeping the notation and the assumptions above, assume further
that
 H ipXq  0 for i ¡ 2d;




















3.5 Proofs of Theorems I.1, I.3, and their analogues
We first prove Theorems I.1 and I.3 in the case of compact complex manifolds.
We also prove Propositions III.5 and III.7 as well as Proposition III.1. These proofs
can be taken as examples from general theorems in the previous sections.
Example III.17. Let X be a compact complex manifold of dimension d and be
HpXq the singular cohomology of X with rational coefficients. The quotient map
Xn Ñ Xn{G induces an isomorphismHpXn{Gq  HpXnqG as proven in [Mac1962J].
In this case, Theorem III.15 with C being the category of compact complex manifolds
proves the first case of Theorem I.3. Likewise, Corollary III.16 proves the first case
of Theorem I.1. Furthermore, if X is a complex projective variety, then taking the





proves Proposition III.7 and Corollary III.14 proves Proposition III.5. For Propo-
sition III.1 where X is a finite set, we give it the discrete topology and the trivial
0-dimensional complex manifold structure. Since X is finite, it is compact, and ap-
plying Theorem III.13 with φ  diagpt1, . . . , trqü H
0pXq  Qx1`  `Qxr recovers
Proposition III.1.
We next prove Theorems I.1 and I.3 in the case of quasi-projective varieties over
finite fields.
Example III.18. Let X be a quasi-projective variety over Fq of dimension d and
HpXq be the compactly supported l-adic étale cohomology of X, given a prime
l. Standard theorems about the étale cohomology that go into the proof of the
rationality of the zeta series ZXptq (which can be found in [Mil1980], for exam-
ple) let us use Theorem III.13 and Corollary III.14 with C being the category of
quasi-projective Fq-varieties. If l - |G|, then one can modify the proof of [HN1975,
Proposition 3.2.1] to show that the quotient map Xn Ñ Xn{G induces an isomor-
phism HpXn{Gq  HpXnqG, so Theorem III.15 proves the second case of Theorem
I.3. Likewise, Corollary III.16 proves the second case of Theorem I.1.
3.6 Point counting over finite fields
In this section, we discuss some concrete consequences of Theorem I.3 for point
counting over Fq. Take
 C to be the category of quasi-projective varieties over Fq;
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 HpXq the compactly supported l-adic étale cohomology for a prime l not
dividing q and |G|;
 F  Frq,X the Frobenius endomorphism on X.
in Theorem I.3. Then F n{G is the Frobenius endomorphism Frq,Xn{G on X
n{G, so












Now, we apply the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula L1ppFr

q,Y q
rq  |Y pFqrq| to
see the following:
Corollary III.19. Let X be a quasi-projective variety over Fq and G a subgroup of
Sn, acting on X
n by permuting coordinates. Then
|pXn{GqpFqq|  ZGp|XpFqq|, |XpFq2q|, . . . , |XpFqnq|q.













Example III.21. In particular, when X  A1, the affine line over Fq, we get
|pAn{GqpFqq|  qn.
When q is odd, we have
An{An  SpecpFqrx1, . . . , xnsAnq  Spec

Fqrt1, . . . , tn, ys





where An is the alternating group of n letters, which acts on An by permuting
coordinates, and ∆npt1, . . . , tnq is the discriminant of x
n   t1x
n1        tn1x  tn.
Thus, applying the result above, we see that there are precisely qn solutions to the
equation
y2  ∆npt1, . . . , tnq
over Fq. Thus, for n ¥ 2, if we consider the set map
∆n : Fnq Ñ Fq
given by the discriminant, then we see that
|∆1n ptquadratic residues in Fq uq|  |∆1n ptquadratic non-residues in Fq uq|,
since |∆1n p0q|  q
n1, which is given by the fact that there are precisely qn  qn1
degree n monic square-free polynomials in Fqrxs. That is, if we let A to be the
left-hand side and B the right-hand side of the desired identity, we have
1  qn1   2  A  0 B  |pAn{AnqpFqq|  qn
so that A  pqn  qn1q{2 and B  |pAn{AnqpFqq|  |∆1n p0q|  A  pqn  qn1q{2.
This identity was previously found in [CKS2018] using a more explicit method.
CHAPTER IV
Cycle Indices of Conjugate Actions of General
Linear Groups on Matrices over Finite Fields and
Their Applications
The results in this chapter are based on [CH2018], a joint paper of the author and
Yifeng Huang.
4.1 Matrices over finite fields
Given a finite field Fq, consider the set MatnpFqq of n  n matrices over Fq. It
is natural to ask how many matrices A P MatnpFqq satisfy a certain property, or,
in other words, what the proportion of such matrices is. For instance, from an





pqn  1qpqn  qq    pqn  qn1q
qn
 p1 q1qp1 q2q    p1 qnq.
To put it another way, this is the probability that a random matrix A in MatnpFqq
does not have 0 as an eigenvalue. Recall from Example II.4 that for any A P
MatnpFqq, we can decompose its characteristic polynomial fAptq into a partition
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of powers of its irreducible factors:
pP ptqλP,1pAq, . . . , P ptqλP,lA,P pAqqPP|A1Fq |
or











which classifies the Fqrts-module structure given by the action of matrix A on Fnq .
(In particular, we have fAptq 
±
PP|A1Fq |
P ptqλP,1pAq  λP,lA,P pAq.) The pP q-part (or








and recall that the modules of the form on the right-hand side of the above are called
pP q8-torsion (or simply P8-torsion) modules. The proportion we computed above
is that of matrices whose t-part is trivial.
Then what is the probability that a random matrix A P MatnpFqq has a specified
t-part, other than the zero module? It turns out that given any t8-torsion Fqrts-
module H (of Fq-dimension ¤ n), we have
ProbAPMatnpFqqpArt






When n Ñ 8, we prove a more general result, which was stated as Theorem I.7 in
the introduction:
Theorem IV.1. Fix any distinct monic irreducible polynomials P1ptq, . . . , Prptq P






 ArP8j s  Hj










The following lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma IV.3:
Lemma IV.2 ((1.6) on p.181 in [Mac1995]). Let pR,mq be a DVR (discrete valuation








where mdpλq is the number of parts of λ with length d and
npλq : 0  λ1   1  λ2   2  λ3        pl  1q  λl.
Recall from Example II.4 that we denote by |A1Fq | the set of closed points of
A1Fq  SpecpFqrtsq or, equivalently, the set of monic irrducible polynomials in Fqrts.
The following is a key lemma that will be used in our proof of Theorem IV.1:









1 qi degpP qy
P QJyK,
where
HP,ν : Fqrts{pP ptqqν1 `    ` Fqrts{pP ptqqνl
for any given partition ν  rν1, . . . , νls.
Proof. We use the proof presented in [CNY20]. Using the formula for |AutFqrtspHP,νq|
from Lemma IV.2, we may reduce the problem to the case where P ptq  t. Then we









where J0,λ is the Jordan canonical form given by the 0-Jordan blocks whose sizes are
equal to the parts of the partition λ, and the action GLnpFqq ü MatnpFqq is given







Recall that the nn matrices all of whose eigenvalues are 0 are precisely the nilpotent




































































where for the second equality we used the elementary identity |GLnpFqq|  pqn 
1qpqnqq    pqnqn1q and the Fine–Herstein theorem (e.g., [FH1958, Theorem 1]),
which gives the number |NilnpFqq| of nilpotent matrices in MatnpFqq:
|NilnpFqq|  qnpn1q.
For the sixth equality, we have used the fact that the coefficient of Y n in the product
8¹
i0











where X, Y are considered to be complex numbers varying within the open unit disk
centered at 0 (i.e., |X|, |Y |   1) so that we can take X  q1 and Y  q1y with
|y|   q in our proof for the sixth equality in the chain of equalities above. Indeed,
when we expand the given product, we have
8¹
i0

























Note that we have a bijection
tpm0,m1,m2, . . . q P Z8¥0 : m0 m1 m2     nu Ø tpm1,m2, . . . q P Z8¥0 : m1 m2    ¤ nu.













If n  0, both sides are 1, so let n ¥ 1. Let An be the set of partitions whose
number of parts counting with multiplicity (i.e., the total column length of Young
diagrams) is ¤ n and Bn the set of partitions whose parts (i.e., the row lengths
of Young diagrams) are ¤ n. Then we have a bijection An Ø Bn given by taking


























we finish the proof.
4.2 Proof of Theorem IV.1
We first give some definitions that will be used in our proof. Fix any subset
X  A1Fq  SpecpFqrtsq, and denote by |X| the set of closed points of A
1
Fq inside X.










where each P P |A1Fq | simultaneously means a monic irreducible polynomial or the
maximal ideal pP ptqq of Fqrts, or a closed point of A1Fq , generated by P ptq. Note that
by Corollary II.13, we have




That is, the cycle series of the affine line A1Fq is the generating function for the n-th
cycle index of the conjugate action GLnpFqq ü MatnpFqq for n P Z¥0. Another
important case is







where P P |A1Fq |. By definition, whenever we have finitely many P1, . . . , Pr P X, we
have
ẐpX,x, uq  ẐpX r tP1, . . . , Pru,x, uqẐptP1u,x, uq    ẐptPru,x, uq.
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Denote by ẐpX, uq what we get by taking all xP,ν  1 in ẐpX,x, uq. Corollary II.14
implies that
ẐpA1Fq r tptqu, uq  1  u  u




Finally, for any P P |A1Fq |, Lemma IV.3 with y  u
degpP q implies that











We are now ready to give a proof of Theorem IV.1.
Proof of Theorem IV.1. We will use the notation given above. Taking xP,ν  1 for
all P R tP1, . . . , Pru, while still denoting by x the sequence of variables after such
evaluations, we have
ẐpA1Fq ,x, uq  ẐpA
1
Fq r tP1, . . . , Pru, uqẐptP1u,x, uq    ẐptPru,x, uq

ẐpA1Fq r tptqu, uqẐptptqu, uqẐptP1u,x, uq    ẐptPru,x, uq







Ẑptptqu, uqẐptP1u,x, uq    ẐptPru,x, uq
ẐptP1u, uq    ẐptPru, uq
.
Without loss of generality, suppose that λp1q, . . . , λpmq are nonempty, while λpm 1q, . . . , λprq 
H, for some 0 ¤ m ¤ r. In the above identity, take xPj ,ν  0 for nonempty ν not
equal to λpjq while xPj ,λpjq  1 for 1 ¤ j ¤ m. We will still write x to mean the
sequence of variables after evaluations, although this is now just a sequence in t0, 1u.
We may compute the limit of the coefficient of un of the left-hand side as nÑ 8 by
evaluating u  1 without the factor p1 uq1 on the right-hand side, and since











 µPjpAq P tH, λpjqu for 1 ¤ j ¤ m,




ẐptP1u,x, 1q    ẐptPru,x, 1q























To finish the proof, we proceed by induction onm ¥ 0. Given partitions νp1q, . . . , νpmq,
write




 µPjpAq  νpjq for 1 ¤ j ¤ m,
µPm 1pAq      µPrpAq  H

,
as long as the limit on the right-hand side exists. Taking m  0, what we have
proved above implies that






which serves the base case for the induction. For the induction hypothesis, suppose
that our statement is true when at most m  1 ¥ 0 partitions among λp1q, . . . , λprq








































not all νpjq are λpjq



























not all νpjq are λpjq









where we used the induction hypothesis for the last equality, which lets us see that
all the terms in the sum are canceled out. This finishes the proof.
The following result gives some ideas about what happens when n is fixed before
tending to infinity:
Theorem IV.4. Fix any monic irreducible polynomial P  P ptq P Fqrts and a
P8-torsion Fqrts-module H of finite length. Write h : dimFqpHq. Then
Prob
APMatnpFqq







iq if n ¥ h and
0 if n   h,





























Proof. In this proof, we will denote the polynomial P in the statement by P0 instead.
We may assume that
H  HP0,λ  Fqrts{pP0ptqqλ1 `    ` Fqrts{pP0ptqqλl
for some fixed partition λ  pλ1, . . . , λlq P P . The case λ  H (i.e., H  0) turns
out to be the most important. For this, it is enough to show that
bnpdegpP0qq 
|tA P MatnpFqq : µP0pAq  Hu|
|GLnpFqq|
.
Let ynpP0q be the expression on the right-hand side. Take xP0,ν  0 for all nonempty













































where we applied Lemma II.14, with the evaluations xP,ν  1, which gives




and Lemma IV.3 as well. This shows that ynpP0q  bnpdegpP0qq by the definition of
bnpdq in the statement of Theorem IV.4.
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Now, we may assume that the partition λ  pλ1, . . . , λlq is nonempty (i.e., l ¡ 0).
We again recall that xP,H  1 by our definition. In Lemma II.13, take xP,ν  1 on

















































































































 p1  cuhqp1  b1u  b2u
2   b3u
3      q
 1  b1u  b2u       bh1u
h1   pbh   cqu
h   pbh 1   cb1qu
h 1   pbh 2   cb2qu
h 2      ,
where
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 c  |AutFqrtspHP0,λq|
1  |AutFqrtspHq|
1,
 bn  bnpdegpP0qq, and
 h  |λ| degpP0q = dimFqpHq.
Thus, continuing the previous computations, since we have established that
bn 
|tA P MatnpFqq : µP0pAq  Hu|
|GLnpFqq|
,
we have (as b0  1)






1bnhpdegpP0qq if n ¥ h  |λ| degpP0q,
0 if n   h  |λ| degpP0q.




pqn  1qpqn  qq    pqn  qn1q
qn2
 p1 q1qp1 q2q    p1 qnq,
we finish the proof.
Remark IV.5. Note that given q, n, and H, the conclusion of Theorem IV.4 only
depends on degpP q rather than P itself. A special case where degpP q  1 is inter-











iq if n ¥ dimFqpHq and
0 if n   dimFqpHq.
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4.3 The distribution of the cokernel of a random Zp-matrix
Although it is already interesting to deal with matrices over Zp, in this section
we work more generally with any complete DVR R with the maximal ideal m, or
simply denoted as pR,mq, whose residue field R{m is finite so that we may write
R{m  Fq. For any such R, saying that an R-module has finite size is equivalent to
saying that it is of finite length. Finite abelian p-groups are finite size Zp-modules, so
they are finite length Zp-modules. The following statement with R  Zp was given
as [FW1987, Proposition 1], but the proof given there works for the general R. We
use the Haar probability measure on MatnpRq  R
n2 , the unique Haar measure on
the additive topological group with total measure 1.
Proposition IV.6 (Friedman-Washington). Let pR,mq be a complete DVR with
R{m  Fq. Given any finite length R-module H, we have
Prob
APMatnpRq













if n ¥ lH ,
0 if n   lH ,











We will generalize the limiting distribution (i.e., the probability when n Ñ 8)
in Proposition IV.6 as Theorem C. We also propose a more general conjecture in
Conjecture IV.8. Given any ring R, we denote by Mod 8R the set of isomorphism
classes of finite size R-modules. When pR,mq is a DVR with R{m  Fq, this is the
same as the set of isomorphism classes of finite length R-modules. When denoting
an isomorphism class, we will interchangeably write a representative of it to denote
the class.
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defines a probability measure on the set of subsets of Mod 8R (by an application of
Lemma IV.3). We call this the Cohen-Lenstra distribution of R, although the
terminology is mostly used for the case R  Zp in the literature (e.g., see [EVW2016,
Section 8]). Since R is a PID (principal ideal domain), for any finite length R-module
H, we have a unique partition λ  pλ1, . . . , λlq, with the convention λ1 ¥    ¥ λl,
such that
H  R{mλ1 `    `R{mλl .
In this case, we will write λpHq : λ. Recall that the number |AutRpHq| only
depends on q  |R{m| and λ so that we may write wpq, λq  |AutRpHq| (e.g., see







defines a probability distribution on the set P of partitions of nonnegative integers.
We will not name this more general distribution. Fulman and Kaplan [FK2019] dis-
cussed other similar distributions defined on P that come up in various combinatorial
contexts.
4.3.1 Main conjecture and theorems
We shall introduce our main conjecture about a random matrix A P MatnpRq,
where pR,mq is a complete DVR such that R{m  Fq. We will resolve special cases
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of this conjecture as Theorems B and C by understanding interplays between random
matrices A P MatnpRq and A P MatnpFqq, where the latter is given by the uniform
distribution on MatnpFqq.
Conjecture IV.8. Let pR,mq be a complete DVR such that R{m  Fq and P1ptq, . . . , Prptq P
Rrts are monic polynomials such that the reduction modulo m gives distinct irreducible
polynomials P 1ptq, . . . , P rptq P Fqrts, where r P Z¥0. Fix any R-modules H1, . . . , Hr





 cokerpPjpAqq  Hj









Note that the limiting distribution n Ñ 8 given by Proposition IV.6 is a special
case of Conjecture IV.8. More cases of Conjecture IV.8 are proven as Theorems B
and C. We now present our main theorems of this section: Theorems A, B, and C.
Theorem A. Let pR,mq be a complete DVR such that R{m  Fq and P ptq P Rrts is
a monic polynomial such that the reduction modulo m gives an irreducible polynomial
P ptq P Fqrts. We have
Prob
APMatnpRq

































Proof. By an application of Nakayama’s lemma (or taking N  0 in Lemma IV.14




 cokerpPjpAqq  0





 cokerpPjpAqq  0
for 1 ¤ j ¤ r

.
Moreover, we note that for any A P MatnpFqq, we have cokerpPjpAqq  0 if and only
if PjpAq  P jpAq is invertible in MatnpFqq. This is the same as saying ArP
8
j s  0,
so this finishes the proof by taking H1      Hr  0 in Theorem IV.4.
Remark IV.9. Using the proof of Theorem IV.4, we can check that bnpdq given
above are positive rational numbers explicitly given as
bnpdq 
|tA P MatnpFqq : cokerpP pAqq  0u|
|GLnpFqq|

|tA P MatnpFqq : P pAq P GLnpFqqu|
|GLnpFqq|
,
for any degree d monic irreducible polynomial P ptq P Fqrts.
Theorem B. Let pR,mq be a complete DVR such thatR{m  Fq and P1ptq, . . . , Prptq P
Rrts are monic polynomials such that the reduction modulo m gives distinct irre-






 cokerpPjpAqq  0








That is, Theorem B generalizes the limiting result in Theorem A by saying that
the events, each of which says that cokerpPipAqq  0, for 1 ¤ i ¤ r are asymptotically
independent as n goes to infinity. This is surprising because many events regarding
P1pAq and P2pAq are dependent. (For example, we may take P1ptq  t and P2ptq 
t 1 with any subset S1  MatnpRq and S2  tA id : A P S1u. Then P1pAq P S1 if
and only if P2pAq P S2.)
The following was stated in the introduction as Theorem I.9 for the case R  Zp:
Theorem C. Let pR,mq be a complete DVR such thatR{m  Fq and P1ptq, . . . , Prptq P
Rrts are monic polynomials such that the reduction modulo m gives distinct irre-
ducible polynomials P 1ptq, . . . , P rptq P Fqrts, where r P Z¥1. Suppose that degpPrq 






 cokerpP1pAqq      cokerpPr1pAqq  0









Note that Theorem C generalizes the limiting distribution given in Proposition
IV.6, a result of Friedman and Washington. Theorem C also generalizes another
result of the same authors [FW1987, (9) on p.234], which we discuss as Corollary
IV.10. Finally, Theorem C generalizes Theorem B by summing over all possible H
up to isomorphisms.
The proof of the following corollary uses Lemma IV.14, which we introduce later:
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Corollary IV.10 (Friedman and Washington). Let pR,mq be any complete DVR


























 cokerpAq  0,






pcokerpA idq  Hq
 Prob
APGLnpRq




applying Lemma IV.14, noting that cokerpAq  0 if and only if A is an automorphism
of pR{mN 1qn. Thus, Theorem C, with P1ptq  t and P2ptq  t 1 for r  2, admits
the result by letting nÑ 8.
Remark IV.11. Our proof for Theorem C uses Lemma IV.15 due to Friedman and
Washington, which appears in the original proof of Corollary IV.10. The condition
degpPrq  1 in Theorem C is necessary is because it is needed in the proof of this
lemma, and for now, we are unable to drop this condition. In fact, our proof will
show more generally that given the same hypothesis as in Theorem C, we have
ProbAPMatnpRq

 cokerpP1pAqq      cokerpPr1pAqq  0


















where lH  dimFqpH{mHq. By taking r  1 and P1ptq  t and using the fact that









we can deduce Proposition IV.6 even for all n ¥ 0, not just nÑ 8. This is not the
proof given by Friedman and Washington [FW1987] (as one can check Proposition 1
in their paper). However, Lemma IV.15 is from their paper, so it seems very likely
that Friedman and Washington were aware of this argument.
4.3.2 Useful lemmas
For the results that follow, we recall that given a finite length module H over a
complete DVR pR,mq with R{m  Fq, there exists N P Z¥0 such that mNH  0.
Lemma IV.12. Let pR,mq be a complete DVR with R{m  Fq and H a finite length
R-module. Fix any N P Z¥0 such that mNH  0. For any A P MatnpRq, we have
cokerpAq  H if and only if cokerpAq  H, where A P MatnpR{m
N 1q is the image
of A modulo mN 1.
Proof. If cokerpAq  H, then cokerpAq  H{mN 1H  H because mN 1H 
mmNH  0. Conversely, let cokerpAq  H. Since R is a PID, we can write
H  R{mλ1 `    `R{mλl
for some partition λ  pλ1, . . . , λlq. Since m
NH  0, we have 1 ¤ λi ¤ N for all
i. The fact that R is a PID lets us choose g1, g2 P GLnpRq such that g1Ag2 is a
diagonal matrix (i.e., a Smith normal form of A). Since pR,mq is a DVR, choosing
a generator π of m, each diagonal entry of g1Ag2 is either 0 or of the form uπ
e,
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where u is a unit of R and e P Z¥0. There should not be any 0 in the diagonal
entries modulo mN 1 because cokerpAq  H is annihilated by mN . (This is why our
conclusion is about A modulo mN 1 instead of mN .) Thus, the diagonal entries of
g1Ag2 are of the form u1π
e1 , . . . , unπ
en , where ui P R
 and 0 ¤ ei ¤ N . The matrix
g1Ag2 P MatnpR{m
N 1q is diagonal with nonzero entires u1π
e1 , . . . , unπ
en P R{mN 1.
We must have pe1, . . . , enq  pλ1, . . . , λl, 0, . . . , 0q because g1, g2 P GLnpR{m
N 1q so
that
R{me1 `    `R{men  cokerpg1Ag2q
 cokerpAq
 H
 R{mλ1 `    `R{mλl .
Therefore, we have
cokerpAq  R{me1 `    `R{men
 R{mλ1 `    `R{mλl
 H,
as desired.
Remark IV.13. The easiest case of Lemma IV.12 is when N  0, which necessarily
means H  0. In this case, the lemma can be proven by a direct application of
Nakayama’s lemma. This special case is all we need for Theorem A and Theorem
B, but the full version of Lemma IV.12 is needed for proving Theorem C. We will
not directly use Lemma IV.12, but it will be used to prove the following lemma,
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which we will use to prove our theorems. It describes how we may concretely think
of certain events according to the Haar measure on MatnpRq.
Lemma IV.14. Let pR,mq be a complete DVR with R{m  Fq and H1, . . . , Hr finite
length R-modules, where r P Z¥1. Choose any N P Z¥0 such that mNH1     
mNHr  0. For any monic polynomials f1ptq, . . . , frptq P Rrts, we have
ProbAPMatnpRq

 cokerpfjpAqq  Hj




 cokerpfjpAqq  Hj
for 1 ¤ j ¤ r

.
Proof. Consider the projection MatnpRq MatnpR{mN 1q given modulo mN 1. De-
noting this map by A ÞÑ A, the Haar measure on MatnpRq assigns 1{|MatnpR{m
N 1q|
to the fiber A   mN 1MatnpRq of any A P MatnpR{m
N 1q. Moreover, for any
monic polynomial fptq P Rrts, a generator π of m, and any B P MatnpRq, we have
fpA  πN 1Bq  fpAq   πN 1C for some C P MatnpRq. Thus, for any R-module H
with mNH  0, we have cokerpfpAqq  H if and only if cokerpfpA   πN 1Bqq  H
for all B P MatnpRq. Having this in mind, applying Lemma IV.12 lets us see that
ProbAPMatnpRq

 cokerpfjpAqq  Hj











M P MatnpRq :



















 cokerpfjpAqq  Hj




where µn denotes the Haar (probability) measure on MatnpRq. This finishes the
proof.
Lemma IV.15 (Friedman and Washington). Let pR,mq be a complete DVR with
R{m  Fq and H a finite length R-module. Choose any N P Z¥0 such that mNH  0.
Fix any monic polynomial P ptq P Rrts of degree 1. For any A P MatnpFqq, the number
of lifts A P MatnpR{m







iq2 if dimFqpcokerpP pAqqq  lH ,
0 if dimFqpcokerpP pAqqq  lH ,
where lH : dimFqpH{mHq.
We note that the reason that we require degpP q  1 is because we want the map
MatnpR{m
N 1q Ñ MatnpR{m
N 1q given by A ÞÑ P̄ pAq bijective given in the proof
of Lemma IV.15 (p.236 of [FW1987]), which we do not repeat in this thesis. This
is also why we need the condition degpPrq  1 in Theorem C. We will use another
lemma due to Cohen and Lenstra (Theorem 6.3 in [CL1983] with u  0) as follows.
Lemma IV.16 (Cohen and Lenstra). Let pR,mq be a complete DVR with R{m  Fq.
For any l P Z¥0, we have
Prob
HPMod 8R







with respect to the Cohen–Lenstra distribution on Mod 8R .
We are now ready to prove Theorem C.
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Proof of Theorem C. Let lH : dimFqpH{mHq and chooseN P Z¥0 such that mNH 
0. We first note that





By Nakayama’s lemma, we observe that the preimage of the set$'&
'%
A P MatnpFqq :
ArP
8





A P MatnpFqq :
cokerpPjpAqq  0 for 1 ¤ j ¤ r  1
,/.
/-
under the projection MatnpR{m




cokerpPjpAqq  0 for 1 ¤ j ¤ r  1
,/.
/- .




















A P MatnpFqq :
ArP
8































A P MatnpFqq :
ArP
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noting that degpPrq  1. This finishes the proof.
CHAPTER V
Distributions of Torsion Sheaves on Curves over
Finite Fields
The contents of this chapter come from a joint work in progress with Haoyang Guo
and Yifeng Huang. One of the main goals of this chapter is to provide a proof of
Theorem I.9, which will be restated as Theorem V.1.
5.1 Motivation and results
In the beginning of Chapter IV, we saw how the proportion of the n n matrices
over Fq with finitely many specified local conditions converges to the corresponding
probability given by a Cohen–Lenstra distribution when n Ñ 8. To understand
this, we needed an easy but important observation that a matrix A P MatnpFqq can
be seen as an Fqrts-module with Fq-dimension n.
Now, it is natural to ask, by considering the proportion of the Fq-matrices as
the proportion of Fqrts-modules, whether we can generalize our observation to R-
modules for a more general (commutative Noetherian) ring R, other than Fqrts. In
algebraic geometry, finitely generated R-modules correspond to coherent sheaves over
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OSpecpRq (also known as OSpecpRq-modules). Hence, it is also natural to ask whether
we can generalize our discussion to prove that the proportion of coherent sheaves
on a scheme with finitely specified local conditions gives rise to a Cohen–Lenstra
distribution, when a certain invariant tends to infinity. We will require some nice
conditions on the scheme to make our plan work.




means, where P is a property of matrices that is constant on any orbit |rAs| of the
conjugation action GLnpFqqü MatnpFqq. We have
Prob
APMatnpFqq
pA satsifies Pq 



































phism classes of Fqrts-modules with size qn, we have
Prob
APMatnpFqq















We note that the right-hand side is more intrinsic than the left-hand side. That is,
we do not need to use matrices to consider the Fqrts-modules. More generally, given
any category C whose objects have finite automorphism groups, for any nonempty
finite set S consisting of some isomorphism classes of objects of C, we define
Prob
rAsPS











where P is a property of objects in C that is constant on its isomorphism classes.
Hence, the above discussion gives
Prob
APMatnpFqq













 ArP8j s  Hj









where P1ptq, . . . , Prptq P Fqrts are distinct monic irreducible polynomials with P8j -
torsion Fqrts-module Hj of finite length for 1 ¤ j ¤ r. The generalization of Theorem
IV.1 is as follows, which we stated as Theorem I.9 in the introduction:
Theorem V.1. Let X be a smooth, projective, and geometrically irreducible curve
over Fq minus finitely many closed points. Given any distinct closed points p1, . . . , pr
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 Fpj  Hj












is the set of isomorphism classes of torsion coherent OX-modules F
with
°
pP|X| dimFqpFpq  n, denoting by |X| to mean the set of closed points of X.
5.2 Classification of finite length modules
Let R be a finitely generated Fq-algebra, and suppose that R is also a Dedekind
domain. We first classify finite length modules over R. (This should be well-known,
but we could not find a reasonable source.) Let M be any R-module of finite length.
Then n  dimFqpMq is finite, and thus |M |  q
n is finite as well. Without loss
of generality, let M  0. This implies that the annihilator ideal J of M in R is
not the unit ideal. We also note that J  0. To see this, suppose otherwise that
J  0. We are assuming M has qn elements, so write M  tm1, . . . ,mqnu. Since
J  0 and R is a domain, this implies that there exists at least one mi whose
annihilator is 0. Since R has infinitely many elements under our hypothesis, we
can take infinitely many distinct elements a1, a2, a3, . . . to construct infinitely many
distinct elements a1mi, a2mi, a3mi, . . . in M . We can do this since for any aj  ak,
we have paj  akqmi  0. However, this contradicts the fact that M is of finite size.
Thus, we conclude that J  0. Since R is a Dedekind domain, we have a unique
decomposition for J :
J  pe11    p
er
r
where pi are distinct maximal ideals of R and ei ¥ 1 with r ¥ 1. We note that M is
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also a module over the ring
R{J  R{pe11     R{p
er
r .
Thus, for any maximal ideal m R tp1, . . . , pru, the localization Mm is a module defined
over pR{Jqm  0, so we have Mm  0. On the other hand Mpi is a module defined














i `    `R{p
λi,li
i q.
Hence, we get a complete classification of R-modules of finite length (or finite
Fq-dimension). For convenience, given a maximal ideal p and a partition λ 
pλ1, . . . , λlq, we write
Hp,λ : R{p
λ1 `    `R{pλl ,
and what we proved is that any R-module of finite length is of the form
Hp1,λp1q `    `Hpr,λprq
for some maximal ideals p1, . . . , pr of R and some partitions λ
p1q, . . . , λprq.
Remark V.2. Note that given any finite length R-module, the above discussion also
implies that we have
 SuppRpMq  tp P SpecpRq : Mp  0u  tp1, . . . , pru and
 M Mp1 `    `Mpr given by m ÞÑ pm{1, . . . ,m{1q.
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5.3 Cycle indices to count torsion coherent sheaves
Let X be as in Theorem V.1, namely a smooth, projective, and geometrically
irreducible curve over Fq minus finitely many closed points. Let F be any torsion
coherent OX-module. Due to the discussion from the previous section, we know that
the support of F c sists of finitely many points, say p1, . . . , pr P X, and these points
are closed points because X is an integral curve. Given any closed point p of X and
a nonempty partition λ, we consider a formal variable xp,λ. We define xp,H : 1.
For any isomorphism class rFs of a torsion cohrent sheaf F on X, we consider its
support tp1, . . . , pru and recall that we have Fpi  Hpi,λpiq for some partition λpiq.









By the orbit-stabilizer theorem, we observe that this generalizes the cycle index
ZrMatn{GLnspFqqpxq of the conjugation action GLnpFqqü MatnpFqq as follows:
ZpA1Fq , n,xq  ZrMatn{GLnspFqqpxq.
To prove Theorem V.1, we need an analogue for Corollary II.13. For this, we need
the following lemma:
Lemma V.3. Keeping the notation above, we have a group isomorphism
AutOX pFq  AutOX,p1 pFp1q      AutOX,pr pFprq
given by the localizations: φ ÞÑ pφp1 , . . . , φprq.
Moreover, given any torsion coherent OX,pi-module Mi for 1 ¤ i ¤ r, we have a
torsion coherent OX-module G such that Gxi  Mi for 1 ¤ i ¤ r and Gy  0 for any
y R tx1, . . . , xru.
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Proof. Given φ, ψ P AutOX pFq, if φpi  ψpi for 1 ¤ i ¤ r, then φx  ψx for all
x P X, since tx1, . . . , xru is the support of F . This implies that φ  ψ, so the map
is injective.
To show surjectivity, we will use more specific assumptions about the scheme X.
Fix φi P AutOX,pi pFxiq for 1 ¤ i ¤ r. Since X is quasi-compact, we may cover it
with finitely many nonempty affine opens U1, . . . , Ul. Say among p1, . . . , pr, we have
pij,1 , . . . , pij,rj P Uj. From the previous section, we know that
FpUjq  Fpij,1      Fpij,rj
given by the localizations, and we know each UiXUj is affine because X is separated,
so these isomorphisms are compatible with taking intersections among U1, . . . , Ul.
Now, if we denote by φUj the OXpUjq-linear automorphism of FpUjq corresponding
to φij,1  φij,rj . In particular, we have pφUjqpij,k  φij,k , so the maps φUj are com-
patible with taking intersections among U1, . . . , Ul. Hence, we may glue them to get
an OX-linear map φ : F Ñ F . By checking the localizations at p1, . . . , pr, we see φ is
an automorphism, which shows the surjectivity of AutOX pFq Ñ
±r
i1 AutOX,pi pFpiq.
It remains to show that we can glue any given torsion coherent modules Mi defined
over OX,pi for 1 ¤ i ¤ r to an OX-module. We use the same U1, . . . , Ul given above.
Define
GpUjq :Mij,1     Mij,rj ,
which is an OXpUjq-module. Since any finite intersections among U1, . . . , Ul are
affine, we may analogously define GpUi1 X    XUikq and get restriction maps among
them. Hence, we may glue these modules to construct an OX-module G on X.
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We now provide an analogue of Theorem II.13. We omit its proof as it is a direct
corollary of Lemma V.3.






















where |X| is the set of closed points of X.
5.4 Proof of Theorem I.9 (Theorem V.1)
In this section, we use the cycle indices for X introduced in the previous section
to prove Theorem V.1. For this, we will also need a generalization of Lemma IV.3:















so we are done by applying Lemma IV.3.
Given X as in Theorem V.1, we may write X  C r tx1, . . . , xmu, where C is a
smooth, projective, and geometrically irreducible curve over Fq and x1, . . . , xm are
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finitely many closed points of X. (We allow the case m  0.) By the rationality of





where fCpuq P Zrus is of degree 2g, denoting by g the genus of C (e.g., see [Ras,
Theorem 2.7]). This implies that we have
ZXpuq  p1 u
d1q    p1 udmqZCpuq 
p1 ud1q    p1 udmqfCpuq
p1 uqp1 quq
,
where di  degpxiq. We will use this form of ZXpuq in our proofs.
















where ζXpsq  ZXpq
sq is the zeta function of X. In particular, this quantity is
nonzero.































































as desired. The fact that this quantity is nonzero follows from the fact that every
root of fCpuq are of the size q
k{2 for some integer k.
We now give a proof of Theorem V.1.
Proof. Let l be the number of nonzero modules among H1, . . . , Hr. We may assume
that Hj  Hpj ,λpjq for some partitions λ
p1q, . . . , λprq so that l is also the number of
nonempty partitions among them. We argue by induction on l. First, consider the
case where l  0. Given any coherent torsion OX-module F and a closed point p
of X, we write µppFq to mean the partition associated to the OX,p-module Fp. In
particular, we have µppFq  H if and only if Fp  0.
Taking xp,ν  1 for any p R tp1, . . . , pru and xpj ,ν  0 for all 1 ¤ j ¤ n and






























































































 µpjpFq  H































 µpjpFq  H







For induction hypothesis, suppose that we know the result for l  0, 1, . . . , k  1,
and consider the case where l  k. We may assume that λp1q, . . . , λpkq are nonempty,
while λpk 1q      λprq  H. We take
 xp,ν  1 for any p R tp1, . . . , pru,
 xpj ,ν  0 for all 1 ¤ j ¤ k and ν  H, λ
pjq, and


































































































































 µpjpFq P tH, λpjqu for 1 ¤ j ¤ m,





































 µpjpFq P tH, λpjqu for 1 ¤ j ¤ m,














By applying induction just as in the proof of Theorem IV.1, we are done.
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